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AB&I JOINS ILLEGAL DUMPING PILOT PROGRAM IN OAKLAND 

OAKLAND, CA July 29, 2019: AB&I Foundry, part of the Oakland Industrial Alliance (OIA), has teamed up 
with County Supervisor Nate Miley on his Pilot Program based on an emerging best practices to address 
illegal dumping that is plaguing the community. This multi-faceted approach aims to clean up existing 
waste and prevent future illegal dumping practices.  

Through the pilot program, local businesses, non-profits, and community groups have partnered to 
contribute to the movement. AB&I Foundry and Argent Materials are both allocating staff hours and 
equipment to clean up the area. The Beautification Council and Men of Valor are providing on-the-ground-
support. Supervisor Miley is working with a team of his staff and local High School interns to educate the 
neighborhood on strategies to combat illegal dumping. 

“This illegal dumping remediation program is important to the local community. By working as a team 
with local businesses, residents, and community leadership, we are collectively finding ways to combat 
the disheartening behavior of illegal dumping while improving the community where people live and 
work”, said Michael Lowe, the General Manager of AB&I Foundry.   

In July, Supervisor Miley hosted a community celebration to highlight the progress of his illegal dumping 
pilot program where neighbors were invited to learn more about the program for East Oakland. The 
Supervisor’s pilot program aims to end illegal dumping through street cleanups, community outreach, and 
new partnerships between the Alameda County Sheriff’s office, Alameda County District Attorney Nancy 
O’Malley, Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf, and Oakland City Councilmembers Larry Reid and Rebecca Kaplan. 
 
“I am so proud to be part of this community and forging the partnerships needed to take action and 
improve our surroundings here in East Oakland,” said Zeydi Gutierrez, Director of Community Relations 
at AB&I Foundry. “We’ve been part of the fabric of this community for over a century and have witnessed 
the increase in illegal dumping, so we’ve decided make a difference.” 

Oakland says it has at least 100 illegal dumping hot spots. This is a plague to our community that needs to 
be addressed with rigorous enforcement for violators.  
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About AB&I – AB&I Foundry, an Oakland-based company that manufactures cast iron pipe and fittings for the plumbing industry, 

has a long legacy of manufacturing in East Oakland. The company has been manufacturing quality cast iron soil pipe that is used 

to convey fluids out of commercial and residential buildings since 1906. Plumbing infrastructure is critical to public health and 

sanitation.  

 


